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Grounding Our Passion in Deeply  
Rooted Faith

 •Hoang was named among “50 Women to 
Watch” by Christianity Today; also profiled in 
Outreach and Relevant

 •Hoang directs the Institute for Biblical Justice at 
International Justice Mission (IJM) and regularly 
speaks on behalf of IJM (Catalyst, Q, Global 
Leadership Summit)

 •Connects justice to Scripture, the character of 
God, and the long traditions of the church

Over the past decade, justice movements to abolish labor slavery, end 
sex trafficking, fight for those who suffer violent oppression, and 

address grinding poverty have been growing. Access to the needs of every 
neighbor on the planet is wide open in a way that has never before been 
true in human history, awakening Christians to the reality of injustice and the 
depth of suffering in our world today. Evangelical interest, in particular, has 
been on the rise. But reactions can all too easily range from impulsive fits of 
activism without true understanding to paralyzing despair.

Here two authors with firsthand experience in the justice movement 
encourage us to ground our call to justice in sound biblical and theological 
teaching as we engage with the most critical global needs of our time. The 
authors connect justice to Scripture, the character of God, and the long 
traditions of the church so that our passion meets perseverance and justice 
becomes an enduring and integrated part of our life and faith.
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Bethany Hoang (MDiv, Princeton Theological Seminary) 
is the director of the Institute for Biblical Justice at 
International Justice Mission (IJM) in Washington, DC, 
a human rights agency that secures justice for victims 
of slavery, sexual exploitation, and other forms of violent 
oppression. She regularly speaks on behalf of IJM. Hoang 
was named among “50 Women to Watch” by Christianity 
Today and one of “20 Women to Watch” by Catalyst. She 
has been profiled for her leadership in the justice movement 
by Outreach and Relevant. 

Kristen Deede Johnson (PhD, University of St. Andrews) 
is associate professor of theology and Christian formation 
at Western Theological Seminary in Holland, Michigan. 
She was the founding director of the Studies in Ministry 
minor and the Center for Ministry Studies at Hope College, 
programs dedicated to upholding the significance of 
theological formation, spiritual growth, cultural engagement, 
and vocational discernment.
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The Practice of Nonviolence  
and Christian Ethics

 •Sider, a noted evangelical theologian, is founder 
and president emeritus of Evangelicals for 
Social Action

 •Bestselling author of Rich Christians in an  
Age of Hunger

 •Presents prominent exemplars of nonviolence, 
including Martin Luther King and Gandhi

There are numerous examples throughout history of effective nonviolent 
action. Nonviolent protesters defied the Soviet Empire’s communist 

rulers, Gandhi’s nonviolent revolution defeated the British Empire, and Martin 
Luther King Jr.’s peaceful civil-rights crusade changed American history. 
Recent scholarship shows that nonviolent revolutions against injustice and 
dictatorship are actually more successful than violent campaigns. In this 
book, noted theologian and bestselling author Ron Sider argues that the 
search for peaceful alternatives to violence is not only a practical necessity 
in the wake of the twentieth century—the most bloody in human history—
but also a moral demand of the Christian faith. He presents compelling 
examples of how nonviolent action has been practiced in history and in 
current social-political situations to promote peace and oppose injustice, 
showing that this path is a successful and viable alternative to violence.
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Ronald J. Sider (PhD, Yale 
University) is the founder and 
president emeritus of Evangelicals 
for Social Action and distinguished 
professor of theology, holistic 
ministry, and public policy at 
Palmer Theological Seminary in 
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is the author of The Early Church 
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J. Todd Billings (ThD, Harvard 
University Divinity School) is  
Gordon H. Girod Research 
Professor of Reformed Theology 
at Western Theological Seminary 
in Holland, Michigan, and an 
ordained minister in the Reformed 
Church in America. He is the 
author of several books, including 
the Christianity Today Book Award 
Winner Union with Christ and Calvin, Participation, and 
the Gift, winner of a 2009 John Templeton Award for 
Theological Promise.

ENDORSEMENT

“Good theology prepares us for suffering and in Todd 
Billings’s excellent work is distilled through the rocky 
depths of his ongoing struggle with cancer. This is not just 
a book for reading but for meditation and prayer.” 
—Michael Horton, Westminster Seminary California

ALSO AVAILABLE

Union with Christ
978-0-8010-3934-8

A Theologian’s Reflections on Suffering, 
Hope, and Incurable Cancer

 •Author is an accomplished theological voice  
and winner of the 2009 John Templeton Award for 
Theological Promise

 •Moves beyond pat answers toward hope in God’s 
promises

 •Offers concrete examples through autobiography, 
cultural commentary, and stories from others

At the age of 39, Christian theologian Todd Billings was diagnosed with a 
rare form of incurable cancer. In the wake of that diagnosis, he began 

grappling with the hard theological questions we face in the midst of crisis: Why 
me? Why now? Where is God in all of this? This eloquently written book shares 
Billings’s journey, struggle, and reflections on providence, lament, and life in 
Christ in light of his illness, moving beyond pat answers toward hope in God’s 
promises. Theologically robust yet eminently practical, it engages the open 
questions, areas of mystery, and times of disorientation in the Christian life. 
Billings offers concrete examples through autobiography, cultural commentary, 
and stories from others, showing how our human stories of joy and grief can be 
incorporated into the larger biblical story of God’s saving work in Christ.

Rejoicing in Lament
J. Todd Billings
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Jerry L. Walls (PhD, University of 
Notre Dame), a world-class expert 
on the afterlife and a sought-after 
speaker, has written for Christianity 
Today, First Things, and Christian 
Century. He has appeared on 
NPR’s Talk of the Nation and in the 
documentary film Hellbound. Walls, 
professor of philosophy and scholar 
in residence at Houston Baptist 
University in Houston, Texas, is the coauthor of Why I 
Am Not a Calvinist and the Christianity Today Book Award 
Winner Good God: The Theistic Foundations of Morality. He 
has authored or edited a dozen books, including a trilogy 
on the afterlife—Hell: The Logic of Damnation, Purgatory: 
The Logic of Total Transformation, and Heaven: The Logic of 
Eternal Joy—and is a senior speaking fellow for the Morris 
Institute for Human Values.

Making Sense of This Life in Light  
of the Life to Come

 •Author is a world-class expert on the afterlife 
and a dynamic, sought-after speaker who has 
appeared in Christianity Today, First Things, and 
Christian Century, and on NPR

 •Distills the author’s academic writing on these 
topics

 •Answers common and contemporary questions 
about heaven, hell, and purgatory

Will heaven be boring? How can a good and loving God send people to 
hell? Is there such a place as purgatory? If so, why is it necessary, if 

we’re saved by grace?
Questions about the afterlife abound. Given what is at stake, they are the 

most important questions we will ever consider. Recent years have seen a 
surge of Christian books written by people claiming to have received a glimpse 
of the afterlife, and numerous books, films, and TV shows have apocalyptic 
or postapocalyptic themes. Jerry Walls, a dynamic writer and expert on the 
afterlife, distills his academic writing on heaven, hell, and purgatory to offer 
clear biblical, theological, and philosophical grounding for thinking about these 
issues. He provides an ecumenical account of purgatory that is compatible with 
Protestant theology and defends the doctrine of eternal hell. Walls shows that 
the Christian vision of the afterlife illumines the deepest and most important 
issues of our lives, changing the way we think about happiness, personal 
identity, morality, and the very meaning of life.

Heaven, Hell, and Purgatory
Jerry L. Walls
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How Trinitarian Theology 
Illuminates Our World

As the Triune God created the world, so creation bears the signs of its 
Creator. This evocative book by an influential Christian thinker explores the 

pattern of mutual indwelling that characterizes the creation at every level. Traces 
of the Trinity appear in myriad ways in everyday life, from our relations with the 
world and our relationships with others to sexuality, time, language, music, ethics, 
and logic. This small book with a big idea—the Trinity as the Christian theory 
of everything—changes the way we view and think about the world and places 
demands on the way we live together in community.
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Peter J. Leithart (PhD, University of 
Cambridge), a former pastor, is president 
of Trinity House Institute in Birmingham, 
Alabama, and adjunct senior fellow 
of theology and literature at New Saint 
Andrews College. He is the author of 
numerous books, is a contributing editor 
forTouchstone, and it a regular blogger at 
firstthings.com

New in the Brazos Theological 
Commentary Series

The Brazos Theological Commentary on the Bible encourages readers to 
explore how the vital roots of the ancient Christian tradition should inform 

and shape faithfulness today. In this addition to the series, highly acclaimed 
author, speaker, and theologian Robert Barron offers a theological exegesis 
of 2 Samuel. He highlights three major themes: God’s non-competitive 
transcendence, the play between divine and non-divine causality, and the role 
of Old Testament kingship. As with other volumes in the series, this book is ideal 
for those called to ministry, serving as a rich resource for preachers, teachers, 
students, and study groups.

2 Samuel
Brazos theologiCal Commentary on the BiBle
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